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Objective: Difficulties in communication and social relationships present a formidable challenge for
many people after traumatic brain injury (TBI). These difficulties are likely to be partially attributable to
problems with emotion perception. Mounting evidence shows facial affect recognition to be particularly
difficult after TBI. However, no attempt has been made to systematically estimate the magnitude of this
problem or the frequency with which it occurs. Method: A meta-analysis is presented examining the
magnitude of facial affect recognition difficulties after TBI. From this, the frequency of these impair-
ments in the TBI population is estimated. Effect sizes were calculated from 13 studies that compared
adults with moderate to severe TBI to matched healthy controls on static measures of facial affect
recognition. Results: The studies collectively presented data from 296 adults with TBI and 296 matched
controls. The overall weighted mean effect size for the 13 studies was �1.11, indicating people with TBI
on average perform about 1.1 SD below healthy peers on measures of facial affect recognition. Based on
estimation of the TBI population standard deviation and modeling of likely distribution shape, it is
estimated that between 13% and 39% of people with moderate to severe TBI may have significant
difficulties with facial affect recognition, depending on the cut-off criterion used. Conclusion: This is
clearly an area that warrants attention, particularly examining techniques for the rehabilitation of these
deficits.
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People spontaneously recognize emotions in others through a
range of affective cues (Bornhofen & McDonald, 2008). Mounting
evidence shows that emotion perception, particularly facial affect
recognition, can however present a formidable challenge for peo-
ple with traumatic brain injuries (TBIs). It has been suggested that
problems with facial affect recognition are partly related to the
communication difficulties and impoverished social relationships
that are often reported in the TBI population (Radice-Neumann,
Zupan, Babbage, & Willer, 2007). Despite the relevance of this
issue, no attempt has been made to systematically estimate the
frequency of this difficulty. The current meta-analysis reviews
papers examining facial affect recognition in TBI and estimates the
frequency of this difficulty from their pooled data.

TBI is a serious public health problem and is estimated to affect
approximately 10 million people worldwide per year (Langlois,
Rutland-Brown, & Wald, 2006). The negative effects of TBI on

a person’s interpersonal and social functioning, including im-
paired empathy, poor relationships, low social participation,
and high family stress have been well documented (e.g., Doug-
las & Spellacy, 2000; Hammond, Hart, Bushnik, Corrigan, &
Sasser, 2004; Kersel, Marsh, Havill, & Sleigh, 2001; McDon-
ald, Flanagan, Rollins, & Kinch, 2003; Wood & Williams,
2008; Wood, Williams, & Kalyani, 2009; Ylvisaker & Feeney,
2000). However, the precise mechanisms underlying social
dysfunction in TBI are still unclear. It has been suggested that
several domains of social cognition, including facial affect
recognition, contribute to effective social competence (Adding-
ton, Penn, Woods, Addington, & Perkins, 2008; Knox & Doug-
las, 2009; Kubu, Casey, Hanson, Campbell, Roberts, & Varney,
1993; McDonald, 2005; Pettersen, 1991; Radice-Neumann et
al., 2007). For example, Pettersen (1991) found that both chil-
dren and adolescents with TBI who had problems with recog-
nizing facial expressions were also rated by their parents as
showing less socially appropriate behavior. In line with this,
Knox and Douglas (2009) found that recognition of facial
emotion remained closely related to social functioning (as mea-
sured on the Revised Craig Handicap Assessment and Report-
ing Technique; Mellick, Walker, Brooks, & Whiteneck, 1999)
after controlling for cognitive factors. They concluded that
impaired facial affect recognition appears to reduce the capacity
of people with TBI to respond appropriately to others.

A growing body of research has demonstrated that many adults
with TBI have measurable impairment in facial affect recognition,
which may underlie the deficits reported in social competence (see
reviews by Bornhofen & McDonald, 2008; Radice-Neumann et al.,
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2007; also Allerdings, & Alfano, 2006; Braun, Baribeau, Ethier,
Daigneault, & Proulx, 1987; Croker, & McDonald, 2005; Green,
Turner, & Thompson, 2004; Jackson & Moffat, 1987; Milders,
Fuchs, & Crawford, 2003; Prigatano & Pribram, 1982; Spell &
Frank, 2000). The inability to recognize facial affect after TBI has
been documented with a range of emotional face perception tasks,
including recognition, matching, labeling, and the discrimination
of facial expressions (Croker & McDonald, 2005; Milders et al.,
2003; Watts & Douglas, 2006). Regardless of task, persons with
TBI have been repeatedly shown to perform more poorly than
healthy controls. Braun et al. (1989) confirmed that people with
severe TBI had difficulties in processing facial expressions de-
picted in Ekman photographic stimuli. Likewise, Spell and Frank
(2000) examined recognition of facial emotion (and vocal pros-
ody) in participants with TBI (n � 24) and healthy matched
controls (n � 24)—TBI participants performed worse than con-
trols in facial emotion perception tasks. Green et al. (2004) simi-
larly administered facial emotion discrimination and labeling tasks
to people with recent TBI (on average 2.6 months postinjury) and
matched controls. Results demonstrated that participants with re-
cent TBI were less accurate than controls on both of the facial
expression tasks used. Borgaro, Prigatano, Kwasnica, Alcott, and
Cutter (2004) replicated these results in a study of people with TBI
within 60 days of their injury. A similar pattern has been observed
when both static stimuli (i.e., photographs) and dynamic stimuli
(video clips) were used (Jackson & Moffat, 1987; Knox & Doug-
las, 2009; Milder et al., 2003; McDonald & Saunders, 2005; Spell
& Frank, 2000). Knox and Douglas (2009) presented both static
and dynamic displays to examine the perception of facial emotion
in persons with TBI and healthy controls. Results indicated that
people with TBI were generally impaired in interpreting facial
expression regardless of stimulus type.

Further support for deficits in facial affect perception in TBI
comes from imaging studies. Recent studies using various imaging
techniques have identified several areas of the brain that are
necessary for perceiving emotion in faces. These areas include the
prefrontal, temporal, and parietal lobes, amygdala, and other struc-
tural connections to and within the limbic system, all areas com-
monly damaged in a TBI (Radice-Neumann et al., 2007). There-
fore, it is no surprise that accumulating evidence has demonstrated
that adults with TBI are impaired in facial affect recognition
(Allerdings, & Alfano, 2006; Croker & McDonald, 2005; Green et
al., 2004; Hornak, Rolls, & Wade, 1996; Milders et al., 2003; Spell
& Frank, 2000). In terms of hemispheric differences, evidence
from studies of people with unilateral brain damage suggests the
right hemisphere is dominant in facial affect recognition, although
the left hemisphere may also be implicated (Allerdings & Alfano,
2006; Kucharska-Pietura, Phillips, Gernand, & David, 2003).

Impairment in facial affect recognition does not seem to be
limited to people who have sustained severe brain injuries—it can
also be found in people with mild and moderate brain injury
(Kubu, 1999). Additionally, reduced facial emotion perception
ability has been observed in persons both acutely following brain
injury as well as many years after injury, with impairment in this
area seeming to remain stable over time (Borgaro et al., 2004;
Green et al., 2004; Spell & Frank, 2000). Ietswaart, Milders,
Crawford, Currie, and Scott (2008) examined longitudinal changes
in emotion recognition functioning for people with TBI. The TBI
group performance on recognition of facial affect was significantly

below the level of the control group, and this deficit was un-
changed at one year follow-up. The immediate and stable occur-
rence of this impairment suggests that these deficits likely resulted
directly from damage to the brain rather than from secondary
factors such as anxiety or depression that are also commonly
experienced by people with TBI.

Several researchers have investigated links between facial
affect recognition and other modalities including voice, gesture,
body posture and contextual factors, with mixed results (Bibby
& McDonalds, 2005; Croker & McDonald, 2005; Hopkins, Dy-
wan, & Segalowitz, 2002; Jackson & Moffat, 1997; McDonald &
Flanagan, 2004; McDonald & Peace, 1996; McDonald & Saun-
ders, 2005; Milders, Ietswaart, Crawford, & Currie, 2006; Pet-
tersen, 1991; Spell & Frank, 2000; Zupan, Radice-Neumann, Bab-
bage & Willer, 2009). For instance, Hornack, Rolls, and Wade
(1996) found impaired functioning in both vocal and facial affect
recognition in 8 of 12 people with ventral frontal injury, but in
none of 11 people with nonventral injuries. Spell and Frank (2000)
reported differences in accuracy of facial versus vocal affect
recognition for people with TBI, though with conflicting findings
between two measures. McDonald and Saunders (2005) reported
that the ability to recognize emotion in the voice and face are
independent of one another, but Ietswaart et al. (2008) failed to
confirm this. The covariance and dissociation of affect recognition
processing across modalities clearly warrants ongoing investiga-
tion.

Researchers have consistently reported that failure to recognize
emotions through facial expressions is prevalent in people with
TBI, particularly expressions portraying negative emotions. Sev-
eral studies have shown that people with TBI are significantly
worse at recognizing anger, disgust, sadness, and fear than recog-
nizing positive facial emotions like happiness, joy and surprise
(Croker & McDonald, 2005; Green et al., 2004; Hopkins et al.,
2002; Jackson & Moffat, 1987; Kucharska-Pietura et al., 2003;
McDonald et al., 2003; Milders, 2003). Using an electrodermal
activity paradigm, Hopkins and colleagues (2002) used electroder-
mal responses to emotional facial stimuli in addition to traditional
psychometric techniques, in 15 adults with TBI and a control
group. Viewing negative facial expressions—particularly faces
displaying fear—produced lowered electrodermal responses com-
pared to controls. Kucharska-Pietura and colleagues (2003) like-
wise found that people with TBI were more accurate in recogniz-
ing happy faces than other emotions in standardized photographic
stimuli. These findings suggest that after brain injury positive
emotions typically remain easier to recognize through facial affect
than other emotions, a pattern likewise seen in healthy controls.

Additional evidence of impaired emotion perception comes
from intervention studies. Two studies have demonstrated signif-
icant improvements in facial affect identification after training
following TBI (Bornhofen & McDonald, 2007; Guercio, Podol-
ska-Schroeder, & Rehfeldt, 2004). Bornhofen and McDonald
(2007) used several remediation techniques to teach emotion per-
ception skills in a group of adults with TBI (n � 12). In compar-
ison to the waitlist control group, the TBI group improved both in
judging basic emotional stimuli (presented in a dynamic display)
and in making social inferences on the basis of speaker body
language. Guercio et al. (2004) found that a deficit in facial affect
recognition could be reduced by stimulus equivalence tech-
niques—directly training a person through reinforcement to asso-
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ciate pictures of facial affect with their corresponding verbal or
written descriptors. Recently, a pilot study has described the de-
velopment and successful treatment outcomes of trials of two
full-scale interventions, that is, treatments of clinically plausible
intensity and length. One of these interventions was designed to
improve facial affect recognition in TBI, and was shown to sig-
nificantly improve this skill posttreatment ( p � .001). Further-
more, nine out of the 10 participants in this treatment achieved
facial affect recognition scores within the normal range after this
intervention with a large effect size, d � 2.07 (Radice-Neumann,
Zupan, Tomita, & Willer, 2009).

There is thus substantial evidence suggesting that impaired
facial affect recognition occurs after TBI. Wood and Williams
(2008) note, “Considering the impact of behavior and personality
changes after head trauma, relatively little research has been car-
ried out on those emotional components that underpin . . . psycho-
social functioning” (p. 290). While a causal link between impaired
facial affect recognition and adaptive social functioning is yet to be
demonstrated, difficulties in determining emotions from facial
expression may act as a barrier for adaptive social functioning.
With initial intervention studies providing positive results for the
underlying impairment, specific training targeting facial affect
recognition would appear to be a worthwhile component of reha-
bilitation for people with TBI. However, whether such interven-
tions should be routinely provided by all rehabilitation programs
rests on the frequency with which these difficulties occur for
people with TBI who are presenting to those rehabilitation ser-
vices.

While it is increasingly clear that some people with TBI have
marked deficits in facial affect recognition, no study has investi-
gated the frequency of facial affect deficits in TBI. It has been
speculated that as many as 50% of people with TBI may be
affected (Green et al., 2004; Kubu, 1999). Such knowledge would
be useful in identifying the most appropriate avenues for interven-
tion and the relative demand for rehabilitation services.

The current paper therefore aims to provide a better estimate of
the frequency of impaired facial affect recognition in people with
TBI presenting to rehabilitation services. To do this, we examined
studies published from 1980 to September 2009 in peer-reviewed
journals that measured facial affect recognition abilities in people
with TBI, and calculated an overall effect size for the change in
facial affect recognition after TBI. From this, we calculated an
estimate of the proportion of people with TBI likely to have
impaired facial affect recognition.

Method

Eligibility Criteria

To be included in the meta-analysis, studies had to meet the
following eligibility criteria (categorized using the model pre-
sented by Lipsey & Wilson, 2001):

The distinguishing features of a qualifying study. Com-
pares the facial affect recognition performance of people with
traumatic brain injuries to a group of matched controls, with at
least 10 participants in each group.

Research respondents. Adults of at least 16 years of age
with moderate to severe traumatic brain injuries established on any
widely used measure (e.g., Glasgow Coma Scale score, duration of
loss of consciousness or posttraumatic amnesia), and a healthy

normative comparison group matched to the TBI group on relevant
demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, level of education)
with no history of neurological impairment. TBI group must be
drawn from the general TBI population (e.g., clients of a rehabil-
itation facility) and not be specifically selected on the basis of
known or suspected affect recognition, social or interpersonal
difficulties. Some studies also included other groups (e.g., stroke
patients as well as TBI and control groups); however, only TBI and
control group data was examined in this analysis.

Key variables. Performance on a formal measure of facial
affect recognition where participants identify the affect displayed
in a static visual depiction of a face without context. (That is,
participants responded to a photograph or drawing of a face—
rather than video or animation—that has been abstracted from any
surrounding environment. Other modalities such as video were
excluded from the meta-analysis as existing familiarity with the
literature indicated there were insufficient studies of this type to be
meaningfully combined. Answers were provided verbally, by se-
lecting from a list of multichoice alternatives, or by matching the
emotion to that displayed in one of another group of faces, but not
by pointing to a face depicting an emotion that had been named by
the examiner as we were interested in examining direct recognition
of affect displayed in a primary face stimuli, not simply the
capacity to match emoting faces to a primary stimuli of an emotion
name.) Studies needed to report sufficient statistical information
for an appropriate effect size for the difference between perfor-
mance of the TBI and healthy comparison groups to be calculated
or accurately estimated. Where a study reported data from multiple
qualifying outcome measures that met the criteria, an average
effect size was first calculated for all the dependent measures in
that study, and this single average effect size was then entered into
the main meta-analysis. Where a longitudinal design was em-
ployed in a study, only data from the first assessment point was
examined for the current meta-analysis.

Research designs. Two-group comparison design.
Cultural and linguistic range. No limits placed on the

origins of the sample population or the language in which papers
were published. (All qualifying studies identified were published
in English.)

Time frame. All qualifying studies from 1980 up to Septem-
ber 2009, the month preceding the literature review.

Publication type. Papers published in international peer-
reviewed journals.

Procedure

A literature search was conducted using PsycINFO and PubMed
to retrieve articles that met the eligibility criteria. Searches were
conducted examining the intersection of the terms facial affect,
facial expression, facial emotion, affect recognition, emotion per-
ception, or emotion recognition, with brain injury, head injury,
traumatic brain injury, or TBI. The reference lists of papers iden-
tified were also examined to identify any additional papers that
should be included in the study. Likewise, subsequent citations of
these papers were also examined.

We identified 13 eligible studies that were published between
1987 and 2009. In total, the studies included 296 participants
with TBI and 296 matched controls. Eligible papers are listed in
Table 1.
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One study (Crocker & McDonald, 2005) was excluded from the
meta-analysis as participants were selected with a known history
of socioemotional difficulties, such as poor social skills. This study
thus failed to meet eligibility criteria (b), outlined above.

Results

Effect Sizes

The current analysis was contrasting two groups (TBI vs.
control) on their performance on a dependent variable that was
operationalized differently across studies. Therefore, the most
appropriate effect size statistic is the standardized mean differ-
ence (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Standardized mean difference
effect sizes were calculated for 12 of the 13 studies, using
formulae 3.21 from Lipsey and Wilson (2001, p. 48). In one

study (Jackson & Moffat, 1987) means and standard deviations
were not reported, so the standardized mean difference was
instead calculated from the F-ratio from their two-group one
way analysis of variance (see Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, for the
procedure.) This effect size has been demonstrated to show
positive bias when based on smaller sample sizes, and in
particular where the sample is fewer than 20 participants
(Hedges, 1981). Given the small sample sizes in the studies
examined, most of which were based on fewer than 20 partic-
ipants, the use of Hedges’ unbiased effect size (g) was calcu-
lated for all studies, using formulae 3.22 to 3.24 from Lipsey
and Wilson (2001; see pp. 48 –50, also for discussion of this
correction for studies with small n).

Corrected effect sizes observed in the 13 studies ranged from
�0.50 to �2.49. Table 1 presents these effect sizes. For each

Table 1
Descriptions and Effect Sizes of Studies Included in Meta-Analysis

Paper TBI Controls Stimuli Response format

Hedge’s
unbiased

effect sizea

Jackson & Moffat
(1987)

15 15 Spence (1980) photos: happy, disgusted, thinking,
neutral, angry, frightened, sad, surprised, self-
satisfied & bored.

Indicate which face represents each
of the listed emotions.

�1.24

Braun et al. (1989) 31 31 Ekman & Friesen (1978) photos: fear, disgust,
anger, joy, sadness, or surprise.

Verbal naming. �1.47

Spell & Frank
(2000)

24 24 Child photos from DANVA-2: happy, sad, angry,
fearful.

Verbal naming. �0.48 �0.56

Young adult photos from DANVA-2: happy, sad,
angry, fearful.

Verbal naming �0.49

Older adult photos from COAT-NC 16: happy,
sad, angry, fearful.

Verbal naming. �0.71

Hopkins et al.
(2002)

15 15 Expression Identification Test photos: anger, fear,
disgust, sadness, surprise, happiness.

Verbal naming from list of six
emotion names.

�1.38

Milders et al. (2003) 17 17 Ekman & Friesen (1976) photos: fear, disgust,
anger, happiness, sadness or surprise.

Verbal naming.
Matching one of four photos
to a target emotion.

�1.11
�0.90

�1.01

Borgaro et al.
(2004)

27 27 Affect subtest from BNIS (Prigatano, Amin, &
Rosenstein, 1995): anger, happiness/or joy, fear
or surprise.

Verbal naming. �1.21

Green et al. (2004) 30 30 Florida Affect Battery (FAB; Bowers et al.,
1989) photos: happy, sad, angry, frightened,
neutral.

Verbal naming.
Discrimination in pairs of
faces of same vs. different
emotion.

�1.19
�1.10

�1.15

McDonald &
Saunders (2005)

34 28 TASIT Part One-The emotion evaluation test: 14
photos.

Verbal naming from list of seven
emotion names.

�0.50

Allerdings & Alfano
(2006)

11 13 Ekman & Friesen (1976) 18 photos: anger, fear,
disgust, sadness, happiness, surprise.

Verbal naming. �0.81

Henry et al. (2006) 16 17 Ekman & Friesen (1976) photos: anger,
happiness, fear, disgust, sadness, surprise.

Verbal naming from list of six
emotion names.

�0.54

Ietswaart et al.
(2008)

30 32 Ekman & Friesen (1976) photos: fear, disgust,
anger, happiness, sadness, or surprise.

Verbal naming. �0.80 �0.81

Calder et al. (1996) morphed images: happiness,
surprise, fear, sadness, disgust, anger.

Verbal naming. �0.95

Ekman & Friesen (1976) photos: fear, disgust,
anger, happiness, sadness, or surprise.

Matching one of four photos to a
target.

�0.69

Milders, et al.
(2008)

33 34 Ekman & Friesen (1976) photos: fear, disgust,
anger, happiness, sadness, surprise.

Verbal naming from list of six
emotion names.

�2.07

Knox & Douglas
(2009)

13 13 Japanese and Caucasian Facial Expressions of
Emotion (JACFEE; Matsumoto & Ekman,
2004) photos: sadness, happiness, anger,
surprise, anxiety/fear, disgust.

Point to one of six emotion names. �2.09

a Where a study reported data from multiple qualifying measures, Hedge’s unbiased effect sizes for each measure are first listed, with an average effect
size for the study then reported in the second column.
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effect size, a 95% confidence interval was calculated and these are
displayed in Figure 1. (Studies are ordered from smallest to largest
absolute mean effect size.) Where a 95% confidence interval does
not overlap with zero, this is equivalent to stating that we can reject
the null hypothesis of no difference between the TBI and control
groups with � � .05. As can be seen in the figure, for four studies
we could not reject the null hypothesis of no difference (i.e., people
with TBI may not differ from healthy controls). However, for the
remaining nine studies, the null hypothesis was rejected with 95%
certainty, providing support for the alternative hypothesis of a
genuine difference between the TBI and control groups on facial
affect recognition performance.

Effect Size Mean

To determine the effect size mean and distribution, a mean
weighted by the inverse variance weights was calculated. Initially
a fixed effects model was examined, which assumed that all
variability observed was random error only associated with par-
ticipant-level sampling error (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). However,
homogeneity analysis indicated this model was not a suitable fit for
the data observed (Q � 29.54, Qcrit � 22.36). Therefore, a random
effects model (method of moments) was examined, allowing for
variability that was beyond simple participant-sampling error,
which related to random differences at a study level that could not
be formally identified (see Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, pp. 115–121).
With this model, homogeneity analysis indicated a sufficiently
good fit (Q � 11.93, Qcrit � 22.36). This finding supports the
decision to treat the studies in this meta-analysis as a group—they
do measure one underlying effect—but also indicates that there
were important methodological differences between the studies
that were large enough to affect their results. Given the heteroge-

neity of measures and procedures used in the studies examined,
this is not a surprising result and it does not threaten the validity of
the remainder of the analysis presented here.

Using this random effects model, the overall weighted mean
effect size for the 13 studies analyzed here was �1.11. A 95%
confidence interval for this weighted mean ranged from �0.97 to
�1.25. This confidence interval can be interpreted in the same way
as the individual study effect sizes, and indicates we can be 95%
certain of rejecting the null hypothesis of no difference between
the groups. People with TBI on average have facial affect recog-
nition abilities that fall 1.1 SD below their healthy peers.

Fail Safe n

The potential effects of publication bias were examined with the
calculation of a fail safe n, an estimate of the number of studies
with null results that would be needed to reduce the overall effect
size to a nonsignificant level. Following Orwin’s (1983) proce-
dure, it was calculated that an additional 16 studies with null
results (i.e., studies with a mean effect size of zero) would be
required to reduce the overall meta-analysis result below a mod-
erate (0.6) effect size, and 59 additional studies with null results to
reduce the overall effect size below a small (0.2) effect size. For a
meta-analysis examining a small number of studies (13), these
numbers are sufficiently high to conclude that the effect observed
in the currently sampled studies appears relatively robust to the
effects of publication bias.

Estimating Frequency of Affect Recognition
Difficulties

Based on the effect size calculated in this meta-analysis, we
were interested to make an estimate of the frequency of facial

Average

Effect size

McDonald & Saunders (2005)

Henry et al. (2006)

Spell & Frank (2000)

Allerdings & Alfrano (2006)

Letswaart et al. (2008)

Milders et al. (2003)

Green et al. (2004)

Borgaro et al. (2004)

Jackson &Moffat (1987)

Hopkins et al. (2002)

Braun et al. (1989)

Milders et al. (2008)

Knox & Douglas (2009)

Figure 1. 95% confidence intervals for effect sizes of facial affect recognition deficits after TBI.
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affect recognition difficulties after moderate to severe TBI. Such
an estimate requires either knowledge of the distribution of facial
affect difficulties in the TBI population (making the question
trivial) or requires us to make reasonable assumptions about this
distribution. These assumptions were grounded in knowledge of
the typical variability in impairment between people with brain
injury, and statistical estimates that can be drawn from the studies
in the meta-analysis reported above. In this analysis we modeled
two likely distributions of performance: a close-to-normally dis-
tributed TBI group with a lower mean score and larger variability
in performance than the healthy control group, and alternatively a
negatively skewed normal distribution for the TBI group with a
median closer to the normative group mean but a long tail of
people with marked impairment.

Our meta-analysis already provides us with a robust estimate of
the difference between people with TBI and the healthy normal
population of �1.11 (in normalized standard deviation units).
Therefore, a requirement of our distribution modeling was that
regardless of any skewness introduced, a mean score of �1.11
must be maintained. Additionally, we were able to calculate an
estimate of the TBI population standard deviation. Of the 13
studies reported in this meta-analysis, all but one (Jackson &
Moffat, 1987) reported the mean and standard deviations for both
their TBI group and matched controls. Therefore, it was possible to
estimate the TBI population standard deviation for affect recogni-
tion difficulties using the routine formula for calculation of pooled
variance from independent samples. This calculation provided an
estimated standard deviation for the TBI population of 1.87—
compared to a normalized healthy control standard deviation
of 1.00—indicating that in addition to lower average performance
in the TBI group, there is significantly greater variability than
healthy controls. This mirrors our experience regarding the distri-
bution of cognitive performance after brain injury across a range of
domains.

Figure 2 presents a standardized normal distribution of healthy
controls (mean 0.00, SD 1.00, total area under curve 1.000),
compared with the two distributions outlined above as possible
representations of the TBI population for facial affect recognition:
a close-to-normally distributed TBI group (“TBI Normal”; mean
�1.11, SD 1.87, total area under curve 1.000) and a TBI group
with a negative skew (“TBI Skewed”; negatively skewed while
maintaining mean �1.11 and total area under curve 1.000). Note

that in this figure the x-axis is reversed so that increasing impair-
ment (rather than increasing z-scores) is displayed to the right of
the figure. Distributions were modeled for this analysis in Mi-
crosoft Excel 2008 for Macintosh, using formulae custom-devel-
oped by the first author that enabled the manipulation of a standard
normal distribution in terms of distribution shape and in particular
skewness. Statistics calculated on the distributions reported on
total area under the curve and overall sample mean for each
distribution, to ensure that both TBI distributions maintained a
mean of �1.11 and that total area under the curve remained a
constant 1.000.

As mentioned above, the TBI Normal group displayed in this
figure is based on a normal distribution with a mean of �1.11 and
a standard deviation of 1.87. However, if unmodified such a
distribution would have a higher frequency of observations for
high positive z-scores (i.e., the far left of the graph) than observed
in the standardized normal distribution, due to that distribution’s
lower variance. Such a distribution would imply some people
should experience improved facial affect recognition as a result of
their brain injuries. We viewed this as an implausible proposition.
Therefore, the TBI Normal distribution was remodeled with a
slight negative skew (not obvious at first glance in the figure),
while maintaining the mean score and total area under the figure.

On the basis of this distribution, we calculated the proportion of
individuals who would fall below cut-off values between 1.0
and 3.0 standard deviations below the control group mean. Figure
3 displays the proportions of people in the TBI Normal distribution
whose facial affect recognition performance would be below these
cut-off values. Whereas only 7% (.0668) of healthy people’s
scores fall 1.5 standard deviations below the mean based on the
areas under the normal curve (Z), 39% (.3872) of people in the TBI
Normal distribution would fall in this range. With a more conser-
vative cut-off of 2.0 standard deviations below the mean, only 2%
(.0228) of the healthy group would be considered to have diffi-
culties with facial affect recognition but 29% (.2893) of people
with TBI would still fall in this impaired range. Finally, almost
half of people with traumatic brain injuries (49%) would fall below
a liberal criterion of 1.0 standard deviation below the mean.

It is possible, of course, that the distribution of affect recogni-
tion difficulties after traumatic brain injury is not simply a normal
distribution with a lowered mean and greater variance than the
healthy population. Therefore, we calculated a negatively skewed
distribution that moved the median of the hypothetical distribution
closer to the standardized healthy normative group, while includ-
ing a greater number of very-low-score observations in order to
continue to match the required mean and maintain the same total
area under the curve. We hypothesized that such a distribution
might result in a more conservative estimate of the proportion of
people with brain injury that would display affect recognition
difficulties after brain injury. In fact, the results of our modeling
revealed the opposite—in order to maintain the observed mean
score and constraining our manipulations to skewing of an other-
wise normal distribution, a large number of observations were then
observed in the long tail of the distribution. As a result, higher
proportions of people with TBI were projected to meet criteria
whether the cut-off was set at 1.0 SD (50%), 1.5 SD (41%), 2.0 SD
(33%), 2.5 SD (27%), or 3.0 SD (22%; see Figure 3). Our modeling
thus suggests that our projections from the TBI Normal distribution
are likely to be reliable, if not conservative, and that a negativelyFigure 2. Modeled distributions of facial affect recognition.
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skewed distribution (a reasonable scenario) would likely be ac-
companied by an increased true frequency of facial affect recog-
nition difficulties after brain injury.

Discussion

While each individual study was relatively small, this meta-
analysis has accumulated a significant total sample that provides a
robust estimate of facial affect recognition difficulties after TBI. It
is clear from this analysis that facial affect recognition is signifi-
cantly impaired for many people with TBI.

Where to set the cut-off point for clinical significance is largely
a philosophical (rather than empirical) argument. However, pro-
viding the assumptions behind these estimates are reasonably valid
(i.e., that distribution of performance after TBI approximates a
normal distribution), the problem is large. In the United States, for
instance, it has been estimated that 2% of the population—or
currently 6.2 million people—suffer from significant ongoing dis-
ability due to TBI (Thurman, Alverson, Dunn, Guerrero, &
Sniezek, 1999) and likewise around 6.2 million people have been
estimated to live with such disability in Europe (Tagliaferri, Com-
pagnone, Korsic, Servadei, & Kraus, 2006). Based on a cut-off
score of 2.0 standard deviations below the mean, this suggests
more than 3.6 million people in the United States and Europe
experience significant ongoing disability due to facial affect rec-
ognition impairment, secondary to TBI. (If these same incidence
rates apply globally, 39 million people worldwide suffer from
significant facial affect recognition difficulties due to TBI, from a
total pool of 136 million people with significant ongoing disability
due to TBI.) Far from being of secondary concern, this analysis
suggests that affect recognition difficulties are a frequent sequela
of TBI. The data presented here indicate that affect recognition
functioning should be considered as a commonly presenting dif-
ficulty during TBI assessments and screening tools employed as
applicable. The data also underscore the need to study the impact
of affect recognition impairment on functioning, and to develop
effective treatments for this problem.

Estimating the frequency of facial recognition difficulties re-
quired assumptions to be made about the shape of the distribution
after brain injury. The sample sizes of the underlying studies were
too small to report meaningful information about distribution of

these difficulties, and the original raw data from these studies was
generally not available to the researchers.1 In order to estimate
frequency, we postulated the assumption that the distribution of
affect recognition difficulties in the general population is normally
distributed, and examined two likely distributions for these diffi-
culties in the TBI population. Analysis of these distributions pro-
vided support for the argument that facial affect recognition difficul-
ties are common after brain injury, and that this appears likely even if
the true population distribution of these difficulties is skewed.

Other distributions not modeled are certainly possible. A posi-
tively skewed distribution seems unlikely; there is no obvious
rationale for why moderate difficulties with facial affect recogni-
tion would be less likely after brain injury than severe difficulties.
However, a possibility would be a distribution that is markedly
non-normal, such as with significant kurtosis and a long tail that is
relatively flat with increasing severity and with only a relatively
small number of observations beyond the normal range. Some such
distributions might still satisfy the observations of the current
meta-analysis and could plausibly result in lower estimates of the
frequency of facial affect recognition difficulties. One limitation of
our modeled distributions should be also noted. While the modeled
distributions maintained the observed mean (�1.11) and the total
area under the curve, the TBI Skewed distribution did not neces-
sarily maintain the calculated pooled standard deviation on which
the TBI Normal distribution was based. It is possible that this may
have influenced the results observed for the TBI Skewed distribu-
tion. However, the significantly more complex modeling that
would be required to match the TBI Skewed distribution on both
the observed mean and standard deviation, and modeling of other
complex distributions with significant kurtosis as described above,
was beyond the scope of this study—and in our view would largely
be a statistical exercise rather than one that provided useful infor-
mation about brain injury. We propose rather on the basis of the
projected frequencies in this study to examine the issue empiri-
cally, primarily through collecting new TBI samples in which
frequency of occurrence, and the distribution of difficulties, can be
observed. We would also encourage other researchers in this area
to include in depth information about the distribution of observed
scores in their future samples, rather than reporting solely means
and standard deviations.

Due to the paucity of data on other modalities, this meta-
analysis was restricted to facial affect recognition (as opposed to
recognizing vocal affect or other forms of nonverbal affect), and
was also restricted to studies using static stimuli like photos, rather
than videotaped stimuli or responses to live actors. There are good
reasons to believe that people with brain injury would also have
difficulty with affect recognition in other modalities (see Radice-
Neumann et al., 2007, for one discussion). Further research exam-
ining recognition across the full range of ways emotion can be
communicated may offer insights into the ways in which affect
recognition tends to be impaired for people with TBI. This in turn
may provide valuable leads for the design of effective rehabilita-
tion interventions in this area.

1 The researchers would however like to thank Dr. Maarten Milders for
his assistance in this area.

Figure 3. Proportion of people falling below a range of cutoffs for
impaired facial affect recognition.
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